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I'believe'that'the'mo3on'picture'is'des3ned'to'
revolu3onize'our'educa3onal'system'and'that'in'a'few'
years'it'will'supplant'largely,'if'not'en3rely,'the'use'of'
textbooks.''
The'educa3on'of'the'future,'as'I'see'it,'will'be'
conducted'through'the'medium'of'the'mo3on'picture…'
where'it'should'be'possible'to'obtain'100%'efficiency.'

Thomas'Edison,'1922'

Cuban,'Larry.'Teachers'and'Machines:'The'Classroom'Use'of'Technology'Since'1920.''
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Typical(classroom-(today(

Earliest(known(example(of(a(school-
room(from(Sumer,(circa(3000(BC(



Will'computers'‘fix’'educa3on?'

Knowledge'
Comprehension'
Applica3on'
Analysis'
Synthesis'
Evalua3on'

Problem'solving
'Communica3on'
Collabora3on'

Management'of'complex'tasks'
Nature'of'science'

What(do(we(mean(by(learning?(



•  Before'thinking'about'technology'specifically,'
what'do'we'know'about'teaching/learning?'

•  What'are'our'goals?'



Scien>fic'teaching'involves'ac>ve'learning'strategies'to'
engage'students'in'the'process'of'science'and'teaching'
methods'that'have'been'systema>cally'tested'and'
shown'to'reach'diverse'students''
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Since publication of the AAAS 1989 re-
port “Science for all Americans” (1),
commissions, panels, and working

groups have agreed that reform in science
education should be founded on “scientific
teaching,” in which teaching is approached
with the same rigor as science at its best (2).
Scientific teaching involves active learning
strategies to engage students in the process
of science and teaching methods that have
been systematically tested and shown to
reach diverse students (3).

Given the widespread agreement, it may
seem surprising that change has not pro-
gressed rapidly nor been driven by the re-
search universities as a collective force.
Instead, reform has been initiated by a few pi-
oneers, while many other scientists have ac-
tively resisted changing their teaching. So
why do outstanding scientists who demand
rigorous proof for scientific assertions in
their research continue to use and, indeed, de-
fend on the basis of the intuition alone, teach-
ing methods that are not the most effective?
Many scientists are still unaware of the data
and analyses that demonstrate the effective-
ness of active learning techniques. Others
may distrust the data because they see scien-
tists who have flourished in the current edu-
cational system. Still others feel intimidated
by the challenge of learning new teaching
methods or may fear that identification as
teachers will reduce their credibility as re-
searchers (3).

This Policy Forum is needed because
most scientists don’t read reports but they
do read Science. In addition, reports gener-
ally do not offer a guide to learning how to

do scientific teaching, as we do with sup-
porting online material (SOM) (3) and table
(see page 522). We also present recommen-
dations for moving the revolution forward.

Implementing Change in Lectures 
Active participation in lectures and discovery-
based laboratories helps students develop the
habits of mind that drive science. However,
most introductory courses rely on “transmis-
sion-of-information” lectures
and “cookbook” laboratory ex-
ercises—techniques that are not
highly effective in fostering con-
ceptual understanding or scien-
tific reasoning. There is mount-
ing evidence that supplementing
or replacing lectures with active
learning strategies and engaging
students in discovery and scien-
tific process improves learning and knowl-
edge retention (3).

Introductory classes often have high en-
rollments, frequently approaching 1000
students in biology courses. This need not
be an impediment to scientific teaching.
Many exercises that depart from traditional
methods are now readily accessible on the
Web, which makes it unnecessary for teach-
ers to develop and test their own (3).
Quantitative assessment indicates that these
interactive approaches to lecturing signifi-
cantly enhance learning, and although time
allocated to inquiry-based activities re-
duces coverage of specific content, it does
not reduce knowledge acquisition as meas-
ured by standardized exams (4).

Faculty are also using computer sys-
tems to engage students, assess learning,
and shape teaching. Students can be asked
to read and solve problems on a Web site,
and their answers can be analyzed before
class to guide the design of lectures (3).

Some scientists have replaced lectures al-
most entirely. Laws’s course “Calculus-Based
Physics Without Lectures” at Dickinson
University (5) and Beichner’s program,
SCALE-UP, at North Carolina State Uni-
versity (see figure, this page) rely on a prob-
lem-based format in which students work col-
laboratively to make observations and to ana-
lyze experimental results. Students who
learned physics in the SCALE-UP format at a

wide range of institutions demonstrated better
problem-solving ability, conceptual under-
standing, and success in subsequent courses
compared with students who had learned in
traditional, passive formats (3).

These results are neither isolated nor
discipline-specific. At the University of
Oregon, Udovic showed dramatic differ-
ences between students taught biology in a
traditional lecture and those taught “Work-
shop Biology,” a series of active, inquiry-
based learning modules (6). Similarly im-
pressive results were achieved by Wright in
a comparison of active and passive learning
strategies in chemistry (7). Others have
taught cross-disciplinary problem-based
courses that integrate across scientific dis-
ciplines, such as Trempy’s, “The World

According to Microbes,” at
Oregon State University,
which integrates science,
math, and engineering. The
course serves science ma-

jors and nonmajors, and outcome assess-
ments indicate high content retention and
student satisfaction (8).

Students as Scientists
Scientists of all disciplines have developed
inquiry-based labs that require students to
develop hypotheses, design and conduct ex-
periments, collect and interpret data, and
write about their results (9). Many of these
involve simple, inexpensive materials con-
figured so that they invite students to ask
their own questions. In addition to labs that
have already been tested in the classroom,
resources are available to help teachers con-
vert cookbook labs into open-ended, in-
quiry-based labs (3). Some schools provide
introductory-level students with the opportu-
nity to conduct original research in a profes-
sor’s research lab rather than take a tradition-
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Learning'principles'

1.'Learning'builds'on'prior'knowledge'
2.'Learning'is'a'complex'process'requiring'scaffolding''
3.'Learning'is'facilitated'through'interac3on'with'tools''
4.'Learning'is'facilitated'through'peer'interac3ons'
5.'Learning'is'facilitated'through'establishment'of'

'norms'and'expecta3ons'

J.'D.'Bransford,'A.'L.'Brown,'and'R.'R.'Cocking,'How'People'Learn:'Brain,'Mind,'Experience,'and'School'(NAP,'Washington,'D.C.,'2000).'
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•  Where'does'technology'come'in?'
•  How'can'we'think'about'how'technology'gets'
used'and'changes'the'classroom?'



Clickers or Flashcards: Is 
There Really a Difference?
N. Lasry, John Abbott College, Montreal Canada, and Harvard School of Engineering & Applied Sciences, Cambridge MA

A growing number of physics teachers are cur-
rently turning to instructional technologies 
such as wireless handheld response systems 

—colloquially called clickers. Two possible rationales 
may explain the growing interest in these devices. 
The first is the presumption that clickers are more 
effective instructional instruments. The second 
rationale is somewhat reminiscent of Martin Davis’ 
declaration when purchasing the Oakland Athletics: 
“As men get older, the toys get more expensive.” 
Although personally motivated by both of these 
rationales, the effectiveness of clickers over inex-
pensive low-tech flashcards remains questionable. 
Thus, the first half of this paper presents findings of 
a classroom study comparing the differences in stu-
dent learning between a Peer Instruction group using 
clickers and a Peer Instruction group using flash-
cards. Having assessed student learning differences, 
the second half of the paper describes differences in 
teaching effectiveness between clickers and flashcards.

About Peer Instruction
Peer Instruction (PI) is a student-centered instruc-

tional approach developed at Harvard by Eric Mazur.1  
The method has been welcomed by the science com-
munity and adopted by a large number of colleges and 
universities due, among other reasons, to its common 
sense approach and its documented effectiveness.1,2 A 
schematic description of the PI method used in this 
study is shown in Fig. 1.

In PI, the progression of any given class depends 
on the outcome of real-time student feedback to Con-

cepTests: multiple-choice conceptual questions. In the 
early 1990s, students displayed their answer to Con-
cepTests using a show of hands and later flashcards. 
Instructors would then count or estimate the number 
of students holding each alternative conception. Due 
to the tediousness of counting flashcards in large en-
rolment courses, flashcards were replaced with wired 
classroom communication systems3 and later with 
wireless clickers. 

Study Description 
First-semester students in a two-year Canadian 

public community college were randomly assigned by 
the registrar to one of two sections of an algebra-based 
mechanics course. Instruction in the first section 
consisted of PI with clickers (n = 41) while the other 

 

ConcepTest 
Students Vote 

correct ans <30% 

Revisit Concept 

correct ans: 30%-80% 

Peer discussion (2-3min) 
students try to convince 

each other 

Students revote 

Brief lecture ( 10min) 

correct ans >80% 

Remaining 
misconception 

explained 

Next Topic 

Fig. 1. A Peer Instruction Implementation Algorithm.
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What'do'we'do'with'clickers?'
Technology'≠'pedagogy'

Beaty'&'Gerace'2009;'Lasry,'2008;''Mazur,'Peer'Instruc>on'(1997)'



Clickers'vs'how'we'use'them'

Clickers(as(a(tool(
•  Fast,'easy,'private''
•  Limited'answer'choices'
•  Response'from'all'students'
•  Formalize'par3cipa3on'
•  Automate'sharing'
•  Provide'referent'for'

discussion'
•  Save'data'for'review,'

grading,'research'

Beaty'&'Gerace'2009;'Lasry,'2008;'Mazur,'1997;'Reay,'Li,'&'Bao,'2008'



Clickers'vs'how'we'use'them'

Clickers(as(a(tool(
•  Fast,'easy,'private''
•  Limited'answer'choices'
•  Response'from'all'students'
•  Formalize'par3cipa3on'
•  Automate'sharing'
•  Provide'referent'for'

discussion'
•  Save'data'for'review,'

grading,'research'

Pedagogies(featuring(class(response(

•  Reading'quizzes'
•  In'class'conceptual'ques3ons'
•  Peer'Instruc3on'(Mazur)'
•  Ques3on'sequences'(Bao)'
•  Ques3on'driven'instruc3on'

(BeaPy)'

Beaty'&'Gerace'2009;'Lasry,'2008;'Mazur,'1997;'Reay,'Li,'&'Bao,'2008'



Thinking'about'tools'



Thinking'about'tools'

•  Affordances'
•  Constraints'
•  Tools'shape'what'we'do'
•  Enable'new'possibili3es'
•  Not'determinis3c'

Finkelstein,'et'al.,'2005;'Lasry,'2008;'Norman,'1988;'Thornton'&'Sokoloff,'1990'



Tools'&'pedagogy…'is'that'it?'
•  Norms''

–  ' sense'making'
–  ' responsibility'for'genera3ng'ideas'
–  ' responsibility'for'evalua3ng'ideas'

•  Roles'
–  Who'does'what'

•  Instructor'ac3ons,'grading'prac3ces'lead'to'norms,'perceived'
by'students'

•  Classrooms/instructors'have'varia3on'in'norms'and'prac3ces''
•  Implica3ons'for'feedback'and'how'it'is'used'

James'&'Willoughby,'2011;'Turpen'&'Finkelstein,'2010'



Small'Group'Discussion'



A'framework'for'thinking'about'the'
physics'classroom'

(Other'students,'instructor)'

(How'do'things'work'here?)'

(Who'does'what?)'

(“Technology”'but'also'

representa3ons,'language,'etc)'

Cole,'1996;'Engeström,'1987;'Kaptelinin'&'Nardi,'2006;'Nardi,'1996'

A'student'learning'physics'is'engaged'in'an'ac3vity'as…'

part'of'a'community…'

with'rules/norms…'

and'roles…'

using'tools…'
'

In'a'broader'context'



Other'examples:'MBL,'simula3ons…'

•  How'can'these'tools'further'
pedagogical'goals?'

•  How'do'these'tools'
–  Reorganize'who'does'what?'
–  Change'par3cipa3on?'
–  Allow'new/different'norms?'
–  Reinforce/support'exis3ng'
norms?''

Finkelstein,'et'al.,'2005;'Lasry,'2008;'Norman,'1988;'Thornton'&'Sokoloff,'1990'



Adap3ng'a'small,'discussionllab'course'
to'large,'lecture'format'

Can'we'do'this?'
What'does'it'look'like?'

Does'it'work?'

Development'supported'by'NSF'ESIl0096856'and'DUEl0717791'

Learning(Physical(
Science((LEPS)(
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HANDS-ON(VS(WATCHING(





Hands(on(experiments( Videos(of(experiments(
Some'spontaneous'
experimenta3on'

Only'recorded'experiment'is'
available'

Unintended'set'ups,'methods,'
observa3ons'

Results'are'clear'and'
unambiguous'

Group'members'have'varied'
roles;'group'dynamics'maPer'

All'students'have'the'same'
role'(watch'and'interpret)'

Different'groups'some3mes'
observe'different'outcomes'

All'students/groups'have'
access'to'same'observa3on'

Require'more'3me;'pacing'
different'for'different'groups'

Require'less'3me;'pacing'is'
uniform'for'en3re'class'



Student'percep3ons'of'handslon'vs'videos'

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

exp/sims 
videos 
neutral 

Which was most time efficient? 

Which best satisfied your curiosity? 

Which do you trust the results of more? 

Which most helped you understand the physics concepts? 



Rules,'Roles,'Community,'and'Context'

•  Student'concern'about'“correct'results”'
consistent'with'answerlmaking'orienta3on,'
larger'context'(course,'university)'

•  Hands'on'experiments'have'more'failure'modes'
–'group'dynamics,'3me'constraints,'unintended'
observa3ons'

•  Clicker'ques3ons'helped'establish'“consensus”'
results'from'hands'on'experiments;'students'
readily'accept'these'results'



Which(goals?'

Videos'are'more'3me'efficient'at'providing'
evidence'for'developing'physics'concepts;''
Handslon'ac3vi3es'allow'students'to'engage'in'
science'prac3ces,'and'develop'greater'judgment'
and'interpre3ve'skills.''
'

!'The'choice'of'how'to'spend'class'3me'
represents'a'choice'between'goals.''



STUDENTS’(WRITING(OF(SCIENTIFIC(
EXPLANATIONS(IN(A(LARGE(CLASS(



Adap3ng'a'small,'discussionllab'course'
to'large,'lecture'format'

Can'we'do'this?'
What'does'it'look'like?'

Does'it'work?'

Development'supported'by'NSF'ESIl0096856'and'DUEl0717791'

Learning(Physical(
Science((LEPS)(
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Calibrated'Peer'Review'

CPR'was'developed'at'UCLA'hPp://cpr.molsci.ucla.edu/Home.aspx'''

A'weblbased'tool'that'supports'students’'
construc3on'and'evalua3on'of'explana3ons.'

3'stages:'
1.  Text'entry''
2.  Calibra3on'
3.  Peer'review'



Calibrated'Peer'Review'
Text'entry'stage'
View'background'
material'&'prompt'

Enter'text'/'
upload'images' Other'

students’'
texts'

Peer/self'review'stage'

Evaluate'&'score'3'
peers’'texts'

Evaluate'&'
score'own'text'

Review'results'
&'feedback'

Calibra3on'
texts'

Evalua3on'
ques3ons'and'
scoring'rubric'

Calibra3on'stage'

Evaluate'&'score'
calibra3on'texts'

Receive'feedback'
on'calibra3ons'

Price,'Goldberg,'et'al.'2012'



CPR'Task'Example'
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Doing experiments with hands-on 
materials and computer simulations 

Developing a Large-Enrollment, Guided-Inquiry, Conceptual Physics Course1 
 
 

Fred Goldberga, Stephen Robinsonb, Edward Pricec, Danielle-Boyd Harlowd and Michael McKeana 
aSan Diego State University; bTennessee Technological University; cCSU San Marcos; dUC-Santa Barbara 
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•  One-semester physics course for prospective elementary teachers and  
general education science students, intended for large enrollment, lecture-
style settings (45 hours class time). 

•  Adapted from Physics and Everyday Thinking (PET)2,3, a small enrollment, 
lab and discussion centered course, with extensive white-boarding to 
share ideas (75 hours class time).  Also adapted from Learning Physical 
Science,4,5 a large enrollment curriculum in physical science. 

Learning Physical Science (LEP) 

•  LEP focuses on core ideas and practices of 
science. 

•  Specific activities focusing on the nature of 
learning and nature of science 

•  Kits in Ziploc bags are distributed to groups. 

•  Students use the online Calibrated Peer Review system7, developed at UCLA,8 
to construct their own explanations and evaluate their peers’ explanations. 

•  During course students write and evaluate explanations involving: (1) 
describing a chain of interactions in terms of energy; (2) explaining how prisms 
in eyeglasses correct for ‘seeing double;’ (3) applying Newton’s Second Law;  
and (4) using model to explain a new (for them) magnetism phenomenon. 

•  Students use ‘clickers’ to make predictions, interpret representations, and 
share experimental observations and conclusions. When ‘clicker’ results 
are inconclusive, students share their thinking with whole class. 

•  Clicker question from 2nd lesson of semester: person gives cart a quick 
shove and lets go.  The cart continues to move along track with very little 
slowing down. Students are shown speed-time graph for motion.  Clicker 
results are shown below in red.  Two students share their reasoning for 
choices B and C. 

Supporting claims with evidence 
and reasoning 

•  Students see video clip of a nail being rubbed by a magnet (to magnetize it). 
The nail is then hammered, which demagnetizes it. Students use the class 
consensus alignment model of magnetism to explain what happened. 

•  Student uploads diagrams and text to the CPR system. (Partial text is below.) 

Example: Explanation task on magnetism 

Key Findings: Comparing LEP and PET 

Developing and using models: 
Example from magnetism 

•  Majority of class initially proposed a ‘separation’ model to explain previous 
observations: dragging magnet across nail to magnetize it causes the entities 
inside nail (+/- or N/S) to separate to the two ends.   

•  Separation model, however, could not explain why cutting a magnetized nail 
anywhere along its length would result in two pieces that are each magnetized. 
Through experimentation and discussion, class reached consensus on an 
‘alignment’ model. 

•  What do you gain and what do you loose when adapting a curriculum designed 
for a small, highly interactive class to a large enrollment class? 

•  Staff developed 12-question conceptual assessment (multiple-choice with 
paired reasoning question) covering common content of LEP and PET.  
Administered pre/post to 3 LEP classes and 12 PET classes in Fall 2012. 
Findings: no significant difference in normalized gains between LEP and 
PET classes. 

•  Administered the Colorado Learning Attitudes about Science Survey (CLASS)8 
to 3 LEP classes in Fall 2012; compared results to 9 PET classes in Spring 
20079. Findings: average pre/post shifts in LEP classes was about one-
half the shift in PET classes. 

Writing and evaluating explanations 

CQ 2-1:  At what point on the 
graph do you think the finger 

lost contact with the cart?  

•  After doing experiment with hands-on 
materials, students model and extend 
phenomena with computer simulations.6 
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•  One-semester physics course for prospective elementary teachers and  
general education science students, intended for large enrollment, lecture-
style settings (45 hours class time). 

•  Adapted from Physics and Everyday Thinking (PET)2,3, a small enrollment, 
lab and discussion centered course, with extensive white-boarding to 
share ideas (75 hours class time).  Also adapted from Learning Physical 
Science,4,5 a large enrollment curriculum in physical science. 

Learning Physical Science (LEP) 

•  LEP focuses on core ideas and practices of 
science. 

•  Specific activities focusing on the nature of 
learning and nature of science 

•  Kits in Ziploc bags are distributed to groups. 

•  Students use the online Calibrated Peer Review system7, developed at UCLA,8 
to construct their own explanations and evaluate their peers’ explanations. 

•  During course students write and evaluate explanations involving: (1) 
describing a chain of interactions in terms of energy; (2) explaining how prisms 
in eyeglasses correct for ‘seeing double;’ (3) applying Newton’s Second Law;  
and (4) using model to explain a new (for them) magnetism phenomenon. 

•  Students use ‘clickers’ to make predictions, interpret representations, and 
share experimental observations and conclusions. When ‘clicker’ results 
are inconclusive, students share their thinking with whole class. 

•  Clicker question from 2nd lesson of semester: person gives cart a quick 
shove and lets go.  The cart continues to move along track with very little 
slowing down. Students are shown speed-time graph for motion.  Clicker 
results are shown below in red.  Two students share their reasoning for 
choices B and C. 

Supporting claims with evidence 
and reasoning 

•  Students see video clip of a nail being rubbed by a magnet (to magnetize it). 
The nail is then hammered, which demagnetizes it. Students use the class 
consensus alignment model of magnetism to explain what happened. 

•  Student uploads diagrams and text to the CPR system. (Partial text is below.) 

Example: Explanation task on magnetism 

Key Findings: Comparing LEP and PET 

Developing and using models: 
Example from magnetism 

•  Majority of class initially proposed a ‘separation’ model to explain previous 
observations: dragging magnet across nail to magnetize it causes the entities 
inside nail (+/- or N/S) to separate to the two ends.   

•  Separation model, however, could not explain why cutting a magnetized nail 
anywhere along its length would result in two pieces that are each magnetized. 
Through experimentation and discussion, class reached consensus on an 
‘alignment’ model. 

•  What do you gain and what do you loose when adapting a curriculum designed 
for a small, highly interactive class to a large enrollment class? 

•  Staff developed 12-question conceptual assessment (multiple-choice with 
paired reasoning question) covering common content of LEP and PET.  
Administered pre/post to 3 LEP classes and 12 PET classes in Fall 2012. 
Findings: no significant difference in normalized gains between LEP and 
PET classes. 

•  Administered the Colorado Learning Attitudes about Science Survey (CLASS)8 
to 3 LEP classes in Fall 2012; compared results to 9 PET classes in Spring 
20079. Findings: average pre/post shifts in LEP classes was about one-
half the shift in PET classes. 

Writing and evaluating explanations 

CQ 2-1:  At what point on the 
graph do you think the finger 

lost contact with the cart?  

•  After doing experiment with hands-on 
materials, students model and extend 
phenomena with computer simulations.6 
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CPR(Task(''Students'use'an'alignment'model'of'
magne3sm'to'explain'a'nail’s'being'
magne3zed'by'a'magnet,'and'demagne3zed'
aQer'being'hit'with'a'hammer.''

EvaluaWon(quesWons:''
“Does'the'first'paragraph'correctly'describe'
that'within'the'unmagne3zed'nail'there'are'
(many)'3ny'magnets'that'are'randomly'
oriented;'that'is,'their'NPs'(or'SPs)'point'in'
different'direc3ons,'or'something'similar?”'

Peer(grading(and(expert(grading(were(equivalent'



Final'exam'performance'on'wriPen'item'

training,!the!interrater!reliability!was!90%.!Each!rater!scored!half!of!the!students!in!
each!curriculum,!thus!minimizing!rating!artifacts.!Figure!2!shows!the!average!score!for!
the!students!in!each!curriculum.!The!difference!between!the!averages!is!1.1,!which!is!
statistically!significant.!!
!

!
Figure$2.$Average!post!test!explanation!question!performance!for!LEP!(N=203)!and!PET!(N=316)!
students.!Error!bars!are!standard!error!of!the!mean.!The!difference!is!statistically!significant!(p<!0.0001).!
!
The!Colorado!Learning!Attitudes!About!Science!Survey![Adams!et.!al.,!2006]!was!used!
to!gather!information!on!students’!views!about!science!and!learning.!CLASS!was!
administered!as!a!voluntary!onWline!preW!and!postW!assessment!in!the!three!LEP!classes.!
CLASS!survey!results!are!analyzed!by!comparing!students’!responses!to!an!“expert”!
response.!A!postWpre!difference!is!reported!in!terms!of!percent!shift!towards!or!away!
from!the!expert!response;!a!positive!shift!indicates!more!expert!like!responses!at!the!
end!of!the!semester.!Figure!3!indicates!the!average!shift!for!155!LEP!students!who!
completed!pre!and!post!CLASS!surveys!in!fall!2012.!Data!from!PET!and!PSET!
classrooms!(9!courses,!N=368),!reported!by!Otero!and!Gray![2008],!are!included!for!
comparison.!The!PET/PSET!classes!showed!increased!attitudinal!shifts!compared!to!the!
LEP!classes.!The!difference!between!the!averages!is!4.8,!which!is!statistically!significant!
and!represents!nearly!2!items!on!the!survey.!However,!the!LEP!classes!compare!
favorably!to!large,!traditional!introductory!physics!courses,!where!negative!shifts!or!
shifts!of!+1W2%!have!been!reported!in!large!algebraW!and!calculusWbased!physics!
courses,!and!courses!for!nonWscience!majors![Perkins!et.!al.,!2005].!

$
Figure$3.!Average!shift!towards!expertWlike!views!on!CLASS!survey!for!LEP!(N=155)!and!PET/PSET!
(N=368)!students!as!reported!by!Otero!and!Gray![2008].!Error!bars!are!standard!error!of!the!mean.!The!
difference!is!statistically!significant!(p=!0.01)!
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CPR'as'a'tool'

•  Supports'goal'of'students'being'able'to'
construct,'cri3cally'evaluate'explana3ons'

•  With'CPR,''
–  Instructor'as'developer,'but'students'as'graders/
evaluators'

– Task'development'is'intensive,'but'grading/
administra3on'is'minimal'

–  Implicit'sugges3on'that'students'can'develop'
(some)'exper3se'



FLIPPING(THE(CLASSROOM(







For'screencasts'(and'books)'and'
flipped'classrooms?'

•  How'can'these'tools'further'pedagogical'goals?'
•  How'do'these'tools'

– Reorganize'who'does'what?'
– Change'par3cipa3on?'
– Allow'new/different'norms?'
– Reinforce/support'exis3ng'norms?''



MOOCS,(ONLINE(COURSES,(&(THE(
WHOLE(FUTURE(OF(EDUCATION(





Learning'principles'

1.'Learning'builds'on'prior'knowledge'
2.'Learning'is'a'complex'process'requiring'scaffolding''
3.'Learning'is'facilitated'through'interac3on'with'tools''
4.'Learning'is'facilitated'through'peer'interac3ons'
5.'Learning'is'facilitated'through'establishment'of'

'norms'and'expecta3ons'

J.'D.'Bransford,'A.'L.'Brown,'and'R.'R.'Cocking,'How'People'Learn:'Brain,'Mind,'Experience,'and'School'(NAP,'Washington,'D.C.,'2000).'
E.'F.'Redish,'Implica3ons'of'Cogni3ve'Studies'for'Teaching'Physics,'American'Journal'of'Physics'62,'796'(1994).'
D.'Hammer,'et'al.,'in'Transfer'of'Learning:'Research'and'Perspec>ves,'edited'by'J.'Mestre'(Informa3on'Age'Publishing,'2004).'
Y.'Engeström,'Learning'by'Expanding:'An'Ac>vityMtheore>cal'Approach'to'Developmental'Research'(OrientalKonsul3t'Oy,'1987).'
M.'Cole,'Cultural'Psychology:'A'Once'and'Future'Discipline'(Harvard'University'Press,'Cambridge,'MA,'1998).'
L.'S.'Vygotsky,'Thought'and'Language'(MIT'Press,'Cambridge,'MA,'1986).'
E.'G.'Cohen,'Designing'Groupwork:'Strategies'for'the'Heterogeneous'Classroom'(Teachers'College'Press,'1994),'p.'203.'
R.'Driver,'P.'Newton,'and'J.'Osborne,'Establishing'the'Norms'of'Scien3fic'Argumenta3on'in'Classrooms,'Science'Educa3on'84,'287l312'(2000).'



 

 
 

Evaluation of Evidence-Based Practices in  
Online Learning 

A Meta-Analysis and Review of Online Learning Studies 

 

Narrative Synthesis 

In addition to the meta-analysis comparing online learning conditions with face-to-face 

instruction, analysts reviewed and summarized experimental and quasi-experimental studies 

contrasting different versions of online learning. Some of these studies contrasted purely online 

learning conditions with classes that combined online and face-to-face interactions. Others 

explored online learning with and without elements such as video, online quizzes, assigned 

groups, or guidance for online activities. Five of these studies involved K–12 learners. 

Key Findings 

The main finding from the literature review was that 

! Few rigorous research studies of the effectiveness of online learning for K–12 students 

have been published. A systematic search of the research literature from 1994 through 

2006 found no experimental or controlled quasi-experimental studies comparing the 

learning effects of online versus face-to-face instruction for K–12 students that provide 

sufficient data to compute an effect size. A subsequent search that expanded the time 

frame through July 2008 identified just five published studies meeting meta-analysis 

criteria.  

The meta-analysis of 51 study effects, 44 of which were drawn from research with older learners, 

found that2  

! Students who took all or part of their class online performed better, on average, than 

those taking the same course through traditional face-to-face instruction. Learning 

outcomes for students who engaged in online learning exceeded those of students 

receiving face-to-face instruction, with an average effect size of +0.24 favoring online 

conditions.3 The mean difference between online and face-to-face conditions across the 

51 contrasts is statistically significant at the p < .01 level.4 Interpretations of this result, 

however, should take into consideration the fact that online and face-to-face conditions 

generally differed on multiple dimensions, including the amount of time that learners 

spent on task. The advantages observed for online learning conditions therefore may be 

the product of aspects of those treatment conditions other than the instructional delivery 

medium per se. 

                                                 
2  The meta-analysis was run also with just the 44 studies with older learners. Results were very similar to those for 

the meta-analysis including all 51 contrasts. Variations in findings when K-12 studies are removed are described 

in footnotes. 
3  The + sign indicates that the outcome for the treatment condition was larger than that for the control condition. A 

– sign before an effect estimate would indicate that students in the control condition had stronger outcomes than 

those in the treatment condition. Cohen (1992) suggests that effect sizes of .20 can be considered “small,” those of 

approximately .50 “medium,” and those of  .80 or greater “large.” 
4  The p-value represents the likelihood that an effect of this size or larger will be found by chance if the two 

populations under comparison do not differ. A p-value of less than .05 indicates that there is less than 1 chance in 

20 that a difference of the observed size would be found for samples drawn from populations that do not differ. 
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[differences]'may'be'the'product'of'aspects'of'those'treatment'
condi3ons'other'than'the'instruc3onal'delivery'medium'per'se.'



MOOCs,'online'courses,'&''
the'future'of'educa3on'

•  In'these'models,'what'are'the'implicit'(or'
explicit)'theories'of'learning?'
Are'they'consistent'with'research'on'learning?'
Compared'to'what?'

•  Roles'of'faculty,'instruc3onal'developers,'
teachers,'students''



MOOCs,'online'courses,'&''
the'future'of'educa3on'

•  In'these'models,'what'are'the'implicit'(or'
explicit)'views'about'the'purposes'and'
mechanisms'of'educa3on?'

•  Providing'access'–'of'what'sort,'for'whom?'
•  Who'profits?'



Technology'in'the'classroom'

A'classroom'is'a'community,'learning'is'a'social'process.'
Technology'should'be'designed'and'used'to'support'this.'
''
Clickers,'videolbased'experiments,'and'online'archives'
can'extend'and'enrich'the'classroom,'and'support/
structure'interac3ons.'



Technology'in'the'classroom'

Let'pedagogical'goals'drive'the'use'of'technology.'
Technology'≠'pedagogy.'What'you'do'is'more'important'
than'the'tools'you'use.'
But'tools'can'reorganize'ac3vi3es,'roles,'and'norms.'
Keep'an'eye'on'the'broader'context'in'which'we'work.'
'
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